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A b s tr a c t  In th is pap er, we d isc u ss  th e  g lo b a l o p tim iz a tio n  te c h n iq u e  o f  G en e tic
A lgorithm , both Us operational aspect and the basic theorem  w hich guides its evolution  We 
also discuss the strong and weak features o f the algorithm  and m ention strategies w hich can 
circum vent the weak features. We apply the technique to search out global m inim um  energy 
structures o f neutral Xe clusters, mixed Xe and Ar clusters and try to predict probable m odes 
o f  fragm entation m an ionic cluster A r*
K e y w o rd s  G enetic algorithm , op tim ization  techn iques. N oble gas clusters. 
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1. Introduction
Global optimization is a subject of interest to many workers. The search for novel and efficient 
global optimization techniques are pursued by many researchers. Genetic Algorithm (GA) [ 1 -3] 
is one such truly global optimization technique. The most commonly used search techniques 
are usually deterministic and heavily depend on the starting point of search. The success of 
such methods in finding the global geometry in most cases is fortuitous. Hence, one needs to 
understand and use methods which employ stochastic search procedures and can escape 
being trapped in any local minima. These methods must also be truly unbiased so that they are 
able to arrive at the global geometry starting from initial configurations which are generated 
randomly and are structurally quite different from the global minimum energy structure.
Many global methods are currently in use. The techniques of Simulated annealing [4,5], 
Basin Hopping Monte Carlo [6], Molecular dynamics on deformed Potential Energy Surfaces
[7] and Genetic Algorithm have been used extensively and have performed impressively.
The specific problem of finding global geometry in neutral and ionic rare gas clusters 
have attracted the attention of many workers [8-13]. These systems are known to possess 
innumerable probable configurations. For example, a cluster of moderate size N = 13 is known 
to possess 988 minima. The ionic clusters for which a lot of experimental data are available, also
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possess multiple minima, but shows the appearance of magic numbers i.e. particular 
configurations with extra stability. In this paper, we propose to use the technique of GA in 
solving global minimum search problem in some neutral clusters (Xenon), mixed Xenon-Argon 
clusters and an ionic cluster (Ar *0) which undergoes fragmentation and tries to achieve extra 
stability by generating structures that conform to magic numbers.
2. The method
Genetic Algorithms employ a search procedure which borrows concepts from natural selection 
and natural genetics. It starts with a population of probable solutions called strings which 
undergo evolution by application of certain operators to produce a newer set. Certain selection 
criteria arc employed which pick up the better or fitter strings and discard the rest. This evolution 
is continued for a number of steps, called generation in GA terminology, till the fitness of the 
strings reach a maximum value or the solution to the problem is found out. In most GA 
applications the strings are binary coded, but wc have used a real coded GA in the structural 
optimizations we have undertaken.
For an n atom cluster there are 3/i coordinates (</,,.... ♦ q%n) to be optimized. We generate 
N randomly generated potential solution vectors sv s]......sn.
Typically the k-th vector has the following structure
/ k k k k \f
* 1: = ^ 1  '< h ............. '<h,...............■> '
The potential of interaction of the k-th cluster is
( I )
V>‘ 1 I  r o w i  a ,
' < /  =  ! / = J
where V(i,j ) is the Lennard Jones potential between two neutral Ar atoms when both / and j  
represent neutral argon atoms and V(iJ) represents the>4r+ -  A / potential when one of the two 
indices ( i j )  refer to an Ar+ ion. The fitness fk of the A-th string is computed by taking
/ ,  =e~'r°l (3)
where
(4)
VL is a lower bound to the energy and can be upgraded, if needed.
Why a GA is able to find out an optimal solution can be understood by understanding 
how the fundamental GA operators (i) selection (ii) crossover and (iii) mutation work.
(/) Selection:
The role of the selection operator is to scoop out relatively fitter solutions from the existing set 
and create a new pool with increased average fitness. Many selection procedures are reported 
in contemporary literature. Some of the common ones are Roulette Wheel based selection, 
Boltzmann selection [14, 15], Rank selection [16] and Tournament selection [17], We have 
employed the roulette wheel based procedure. The central idea is to allocate a slot in a roulette
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wheel to each of the /V strings proportional to its fitness. Next we call a random number N times. 
That string is selected for which the random number lies in the respective slot. As the slot 
width is proportional to the fitness of a string, after selection we get only the fitter ones 
(multiple copies of a particular string may be produced). The fitter pool is now ready for 
crossover.
(ii) Crossover :
From the pool a certain percentage of the strings (guided by crossover probability, p ) arc 
selected for crossover. After selection the strings are grouped in pairs, randomly. Next one 
exchanges information between the two strings. If them'* site of the kth string is chosen as the 
crossover site then the strings sk and s( where
k  k  k  k
S k  = * l  .............. ..................... < * n
I l I I ,Cv
J/ = 9 |  -92.......... 9. ............... (5)
become
-9 2*.........
s l = 9|'. ..........f i l l  + (• “ / > 9 » .......... / ? ' , + ( 1 “ /><?* • (6)
Generally 50% to 75% of the strings are subjected to crossover and the rest unchanged. 
(lit) Mutation :
After crossover the strings are subjected to mutation. Mutation is a unary operation and this 
occurs with a very low probability pwj = 0.001.
Under it the vector




/, k k k" 
Sk ~~ Q\ '^ 2 .........Qm
k (8)
where
k  ^ I / 1 \ ^  il
9m * 9 * + ( - l )  4 . (9)
The action of these three operators on a population ends one generation. Why these 
three operators transform a rather poor and randomly generated solution set to the actual 
solution may not be easy to guess offhand. There is a theorem called Schema Theorem which 
explains this evolution [3]
The Schema theorem:
In our formulation of the problem, we have used a real coded GA. However, to introduce the 
Schema Theorem, it would be prudent to use binary representation. Suppose we have a string
4=0111000.
Now we define an useful concept, the concept of a schema. A schema is a similarity template 
describing a subset of strings with similarities at certain string positions. Let us define a
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schema tf = * 11*0** where * refers to a don’t care symbol or wild symbol which can match 
either a 0 or a 1 at a particular position. String A is an example of schema H as the string 
positions match at the fixed points 2, 3 and 5.
We also define two properties of a schema, (i) order and (ii) defining length. Suppose we 
have two schema.
The order O is simply the number of fixed positions in a string and the defining length 6 is the 
distance between the first and last fixed string positions.
0(Sc]) = 4 and 0(Sc2) = 1.
If m (//, t) is the number of strings in the t-th generation having the particular schema 
(H) then the number in the (/ + 1 )-th generation can be shown to be (3]
f{H) = fitness of a string containing schema H, 
/  = average fitness of the population, 
pt = probability of crossover,
(//) = defining length of a schema,
/ = length of the string,
0(H ) = order of a schema, 
pm = probability of mutation.
Interpretation o f the Schema growth equation :
It is evident from the schema growth equation that a schema with higher than average 
fitness, low order and small defining length will survive and grow in number as the population 
evolves.
3. Results and discussions
We have carried out GA optimization of neutral clusters (Xc]0, Xe,3, Xc,s and Xe20), a xenon 
cluster doped with an argon atom Xe|2 Ar and we have followed the optimization of an ionic 
cluster Ar+3(), which fragments into a Ar*29 and an Ar atom to gain stability.
(i) Neutral Clusters Xen (n = 10, 13, 15, 20)
The interaction potential among the Xe atoms is given by the standard Leonard Jones potential
Sc, =011 * I **
and
Sc2 = 0 ******




/  \I2 , \ 6
(ID
V J \  1/ /
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where r ' s  are the distances between the Xe atoms and (7and e are standard LJ parameters for 
Xc -  Xe interaction (OXe,Xe =4.10, c Xe_Xe =1.8525). Figure 1(a) shows the optimization 
profile for Xe,5 with number of generations. Figures 1(b), (c), (d) and (e) depict the structures 
and energies of Xe10, Xe,v XcJ5 and Xe2().
Figure 1(a) The variation of potential V corresponding to the best individual string with 
the number of generations during the search for the global minimum structure of Xe15
Xc1(1
Energy = -  52 652
Figure 1(b). The global minimum structure of Xem cluster.
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(ii) Mixed Xe -  Ar clusters:
For optimization of clusters or the type Xe,Ar,; the only modification to he made in the potential 
is to include Xe -  Ar interaction. The hetero interactions can also be modelled by Lcnnard
Energy = — 82 115
Figure 1(c). The global minimum structure of XeM cluster
Xe.«
E nergy = -  97 019
Figure 1(d). The global minimum structure of Xc|S cluster
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Jones potential with appropriate £ and <x(<7Xe_ Ar = 3*65’ eXe-Ar = 1 *48)- We have optimized a 
heterocluster of the type Xc12 Ar. The structure and energy of the cluster are depicted in 
Figure 2.
Energy = -  143 339
Figure 1(e). The global minimum structure of Xe10 cluster
Energy = -  78.7
Figure 2. The global minimum structure of Xe„Ar cluster.
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(iii) Ionic Cluster Ar*0 :
To optimize Ar+ type of clusters we need to find out the potential energy curve for Ar2+. This 
is done by ab-initio quantum chemical methods. Ar2+ has been treated as a 15 valence electron 
problem [18, 19|. Relativistic effective core potential has been used to represent the effects of 
the core. For the valence electrons 4s4p\d basis set has been used for the SCF calculations at 
different intcrnuclcar distance. SCF calculations have been done on Ar2 and an extensive Cl 
has been done with energy selected configurations at each internuclear distance of the ion. 
The ground state potential has fitted to a polynomial in  ^ [20]. For Ar -  Ar interactions, the 
standard Lennard Jones Potential is used.
Ar^() , during the course of optimization is seen to f>e rather unstable and dissociates 
into an ionic core and a neutral atom. This instability of Ar*0 has been reported in many 
experimental findings [21]. Figure 3(a) shows the geometry along with the energy of the fully 
optimized structure while Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show two intermediate structures which seem 
to retain all its atoms. So Ar*0 which is one unit in the beginning ejects an argon atom to gain 
extra stability by achieving a magic number configuration as the structure evolves following 
ionization.
Al„
Energy = -106541 Kj/moi
figure 3(a). The global minimum structure of fragmented Ar^ towards the end of the 
evolution. Note that fragmentation has taken place.
4. Strong and weak features of the algorithm
First we examine the strong features ol the algorithm. GA can be an effective tool if the space 
to be searched is large, is known not to be perfectly smooth and unimodal, or if the fitness 
function is noisy. However one can argue that other stochastic optimizers can also be used, 
say for example Simulated Annealing. However GA has the special advantage of starting with 
a large trial solution set, which already has the potential of exploring a large volume of the
search space. Moreover the operators, crossover and mutation enables the GA to search 
better points within the search space and to expand the domain of search to include unexplored 
regions. So one can say that GA simultaneously exploits existing information and explores new 
regions. The other available methods all start with one probable solution, improves it in
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Eneigy =. - 564 96 K |/m ol
Figure 3(b) The structure of Ar^() during the course o f evolution aftei 100 generations
Energy = -  820 51 Kj/mol
Figure 3(c). The structure of Ar^ during the course of evolution after 300 generations
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successive trials. Reported results of calculations on Lennard Jones clusters with simulated 
annealing are not impressive and global structures have been found for small systems only.
The above discussion seems to suggest that GA is a potent technique and one might 
be tempted to use it in its simplest version. However GAs suffer from operational difficulties, 
the principal one being premature convergence. During evolution, sometimes the solution set 
converges to a local minima and cannot evolve further as the diversity in the solution set is 
lost. This results primarily due to enhanced selection pressure. Simple roulette wheel selection 
procedure is not advisable in these situations and the use of Boltzmann type selection as used 
in Simulated Annealing might be helpful. Another way might be to design a diversification 
operator, which is similar to mutation in operation, which perturbs the solution set at periodic 
intervals and help maintain diversity. Our experience shows that if we can maintain diversity in 
the population and give sufficient time for the set to evolve, the search reaches the global 
solution.
5. Conclusions
We have shown that a Genetic Algorithm, which is rather simple in its design and operation can 
be a powerful tool in optimizing various kinds of noble gas clusters of intermediate size. It has 
the potential of predicting possible modes of fragmentation of an ionic cluster. The algorithm 
might require certain modifications, which are problem specific, but on the whole it is a powerful 
technique and worth further investigation [22].
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